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Abstract We present Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electrodynamics of the Moon’s
Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) observations of electron-wave interactions which extend to quite
large distances upstream from the Moon. We first study electron velocity distributions and wave spectra
on an event basis. In both the solar wind and terrestrial plasma sheet, we observe strong whistler wave
activity on the magnetic field lines connected to the dayside lunar surface. These whistlers are most likely
driven by the anisotropy of upward electrons caused by surface absorption. The whistler growth rates
computed from the measured electron distributions successfully reproduced the spectral characteristics
of the observed ∼100 Hz narrowband oscillations and those reaching lower frequencies. Meanwhile, the
incoming solar wind strahl beam is occasionally isotropized near the Moon, and broadband electrostatic
waves are observed simultaneously, suggesting streaming instabilities between the incoming and
outgoing beams. Based on the case study, we statistically survey the spatial variations of the characteristic
quantities of the upstream electron-wave interactions. Both the electron anisotropy and electromagnetic
wave intensity decay with increasing field line distances but remain higher than the ambient level at
6 lunar radii (∼10,000 km) or more. The strahl electron isotropization and electrostatic waves are found
mainly at lower altitudes below 1 lunar radius. The electron anisotropy and whistler intensity exhibit clear
anticorrelation with crustal magnetic fields, indicating that the magnetic anomalies suppress the whistler
wave growth. The ARTEMIS observations convincingly illustrate that the lunar influence on electrons reaches
out to 6 lunar radii or more upstream from the Moon.

1. Introduction
The Moon-plasma interaction is characterized by direct exposure of the lunar surface to the ambient plasma
owing to the absence of both a significant atmosphere and a global intrinsic magnetic field. Surface absorp-
tion of the incoming plasma and rapid diffusion of magnetic fields into the weakly conducting body cause
little pressure perturbation in the upstream side, resulting in no bow shock formation even in the supersonic
solar wind flow. This leads to a simple picture of the lunar plasma interaction: the upstream plasma hits the
Moon without feeling the presence of the Moon and a plasma void is formed behind the Moon.

Recent observations have revealed many aspects of the lunar plasma environment which cannot be rep-
resented by this simple description. Approximately 10–20% of the incident protons on the lunar surface
are scattered back as neutrals in the solar wind [McComas et al., 2009; Wieser et al., 2009] and in the terres-
trial plasma sheet [Harada et al., 2014], whereas fewer protons up to ∼1% are backscattered as ions [Saito
et al., 2008]. Crustal magnetization of the Moon provides additional particle reflection. Lighter electrons
are easily reflected by magnetic mirror force [Anderson et al., 1975; Harada et al., 2013a] and also by electric
fields above the negatively charged surface [Halekas et al., 2002; Harada et al., 2012]. Since it is more difficult
to deflect heavier ions only by magnetic force, observations of large upward ion fluxes above the mag-
netic anomalies suggest the presence of electrostatic fields [Saito et al., 2010, 2012; Lue et al., 2011; Futaana
et al., 2013]. The backscattered/reflected ions have significant impacts on the plasma environment in the
upstream side [Halekas et al., 2013; Fatemi et al., 2014] and in the downstream wake [Nishino et al., 2009,
2010]. In addition, plasma of lunar origin can alter the lunar plasma environment. Pickup ions of lunar exo-
spheric/surface origin [Tanaka et al., 2009; Yokota et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Halekas et al., 2012a; Poppe
et al., 2012a] and associated cold electrons possibly modify the ambient plasma and fields in the tail lobes
[Harada et al., 2013b; Zhou et al., 2014]. Photoelectrons emitted from the sunlit surface and secondary elec-
trons generated by electron/ion impact are key players determining surface potentials [Halekas et al., 2009;
Harada et al., 2013b], which in turn affect the pickup ion dynamics [Poppe et al., 2013] and charged dust
grains [Stubbs et al., 2006; Poppe and Horányi, 2010].
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In many cases, the perturbed ambient plasma and plasma of lunar origin is unstable enough to drive wave
growth. Upstream wave activity is particularly interesting because the detection of plasma perturbation and
waves upstream from the Moon means that the ambient plasma can sense the presence of the Moon before
it touches the surface. A variety of waves have been observed on the lunar dayside such as <10 Hz elec-
tromagnetic waves with many types of spectral characteristics [e.g., Nakagawa et al., 2011; Tsugawa et al.,
2011, 2012; Halekas et al., 2013]. These lower frequency waves are often attributed to some ion instabilities.
Halekas et al. [2012b] reported higher-frequency waves including ∼100 Hz narrowband electromagnetic
waves in the solar wind and terrestrial plasma sheet, and broadband electrostatic waves reaching up to the
electron plasma frequency in the plasma sheet. The free energy sources for these higher-frequency electro-
magnetic and electrostatic waves were associated with the anisotropy of reflected electrons and upward
accelerated electron beams, respectively. Such precursor wave activity and deformed electron velocity dis-
tributions were also observed at Rhea [Santolik et al., 2011]. The generated waves will eventually smear
out the electron loss cones and beams, and no lunar influence will be seen if we go well upstream from
the Moon.

This paper presents further analysis on the upstream electron-wave interaction with additional checks on
individual events with instability analysis and statistical studies extending the few reported observations
by utilizing the large-volume data accumulated by the Acceleration, Reconnection, Turbulence and Electro-
dynamics of the Moons Interaction with the Sun (ARTEMIS) mission [Angelopoulos, 2011]. We use plasma
and field data obtained by ESA (ElectroStatic Analyzer) [McFadden et al., 2008], EFI (Electric Field Instrument)
[Bonnell et al., 2008], SCM (Search Coil Magnetometer) [Roux et al., 2008], and FGM (Fluxgate Magnetometer)
[Auster et al., 2008] instruments on board ARTEMIS. The highly elliptical orbits of ARTEMIS and huge
amount of data accumulated through years of observations by two probes are particularly suited to char-
acterize the spatial variation and evolution of the electron-wave interactions near the Moon. We first show
detailed analysis of electron and wave data obtained in the solar wind plasma and terrestrial plasma sheet
to describe the characteristics of the electron-wave interactions of interest and to compare them with
theoretical predictions. We then present statistical results utilizing characteristic quantities of the phenom-
ena to quantitatively address a fundamental issue concerning the lunar plasma environment: the spatial
distributions of the lunar influence on the ambient plasma.

2. Case Study
2.1. Lunar Dayside Electron Distributions and Wave Activity in the Solar Wind
We first discuss deformed velocity distributions of the solar wind electrons and associated waves on the
magnetic field lines connected to the dayside lunar surface. Figure 1 shows an ARTEMIS P2 observation in
the solar wind on 8 and 9 May 2013. The magnetic fields are displayed in the selenocentric solar ecliptic
(SSE) system (Figure 1j). The SSE system has its X axis from the Moon toward the Sun, the Z axis is parallel to
the upward normal to the Earth’s ecliptic plane, and the Y completes the orthogonal coordinate set. During
this time, the Moon was located at (61, −12, 1) Earth radii in the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate
system. The GSE system has its X axis from the Earth toward the Sun, the Z axis is parallel to the upward
normal to the Earth’s ecliptic plane, and the Y completes the orthogonal coordinate set. As passing over the
Moon’s dayside, ARTEMIS P2 detected many Moon-related signatures of particles and fields. Among those,
Figure 1a shows backscattered protons with energies well below the solar wind beam energy at 00:29–00:48
[Saito et al., 2008; Halekas et al., 2013; Lue et al., 2014] as well as pickup and/or self-pickup ions with higher
energies at 23:50–00:12 [Saito et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011; Halekas et al., 2012a], and Figure 1j exhibits
turbulent magnetic fields at 00:31–00:44 possibly related to scattered/reflected ions [Halekas et al., 2006,
2012b; Nakagawa et al., 2011, 2012; Tsugawa et al., 2011, 2012]. In this paper, however, we focus on electron
signatures and higher-frequency waves.

We examine electron velocity distributions when the magnetic field line passing through the spacecraft is
connected to the dayside lunar surface. Here the magnetic connection is estimated from straight field line
tracing from the spacecraft position using 2 s averaged magnetic field data. Figure 1i shows the estimated
field line distance to the foot point in units of RL, where 1RL =1738 km. During the unconnected time at
23:30–23:50, 00:25–00:29, 00:44–00:45, 00:48–00:54, and 00:58–01:30 indicated by black in the bottom bar
in Figure 1, we observe parallel beams of suprathermal electrons away from the Sun (note that Bx < 0 in the
SSE coordinates) and occasional antiparallel beams forming counter-streaming electrons (Figure 1c). The
former is a typical signature of the solar wind electron strahl, and the latter is indication of closed field lines
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Figure 1. Time series data from ARTEMIS P2 in the solar wind on 8 and 9 May 2013. Energy spectra in units of eV/cm2/s/str/eV of (a) ions and (b) electrons with
the spacecraft potential indicated by the black line, (c) pitch angle spectra in units of s3/km3/cm3 of 288 eV and (d) 32 eV electrons in the plasma rest frame with
the spacecraft potential corrected, (e) maximum anisotropy of electrons in the 2000 km/s < |v||| < 8000 km/s range, (f ) electric and (g) magnetic field wave
spectra, (h) growth rates for whistler mode computed from the electron velocity distributions as a function of resonant frequency, (i) distance along the field
line to the foot point in units of lunar radii, and (j) 4 Hz magnetic fields in the SSE coordinate system. The bottom color bar shows parallel (red, the magnetic
field is toward the Moon) and antiparallel (green, the field is away from the Moon) magnetic connection to the lunar surface. Text labels denote the spacecraft
SSE position in units of lunar radii and time of day in UT. The red lines in Figures 1f–h represent the electron cyclotron frequency fce. The white regions with no
wave spectra in Figures 1f and 1g are due to data gaps. Periodic low-frequency bursts in Figure 1f are due to probe shadowing. Snapshot at 00:38:38 on 8 May
2013 (indicated by the vertical dashed line in the left-hand side panels) of the (k) electron velocity distribution function f (v||, v⊥), (l) reduced distribution function
F(v||), (m) pitch angle anisotropy A(v||), (n) whistler growth rate 𝛾(v||)∕fce, and (o) magnetic field wave intensity as a function of resonant parallel velocity for
whistler-mode waves. The vertical black lines in Figure 1k denote the v|| range (2000 km/s < |v||| < 8000 km/s) used for computing F(v||), A(v||), and 𝛾(v||). The
dashed curves in Figure 1l show v||-flipped distribution F(−v||), for reference.

with both ends connected to the Sun [e.g., Gosling et al., 2006]. During the parallel connection interval at
23:50–00:25, 00:29–00:44, and 00:45–00:48 (the magnetic field is toward the Moon, red bars in the bottom),
we observe upward (pitch angles > 90◦) 288 eV electrons from the Moon with near-180◦ flux bitten out
(i.e., loss cone distributions) and 32 eV electrons with upward flux larger than the downward flux. The loss
cone distributions are formed by the surface absorption of electrons combined with magnetic reflection by
crustal fields [Anderson et al., 1975]. The larger upward flux of lower energy electrons can be explained by
energization of electrons as a result of reflection from a moving obstacle in the plasma rest frame [Halekas
et al., 2012b]. The energy-dependent loss cones suggest the presence of downward electrostatic fields in
addition to crustal magnetic fields above the dayside lunar surface [Halekas et al., 2012c]. We also observe
that 288 eV strahl beams are smeared out and become more isotropic at 00:12–00:25, 00:30–00:44, and
00:45–00:48. Previous analysis of Lunar Prospector data showed that the isotropization of incoming elec-
tron beams is associated with outgoing electron beams [Halekas et al., 2012c], and we can see that the
isotropized strahl electrons (Figure 1c) do coincide with the energized outgoing electrons (Figure 1d). Mean-
while, we see the parallel electron dropouts during the antiparallel connection interval at 00:54–00:57 with a
brief unconnected interval at 00:56. These deformed electron velocity distributions are only seen when the
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field line is connected to the Moon and the pitch angle spectra return to the ambient distributions once the
field line is detached from the Moon.

Figures 1k and 1l show the electron velocity distribution function f (v||, v⊥) and reduced distribution function
F(v||) = 2𝜋 ∫ f (v||, v⊥)v⊥dv⊥ obtained at 00:38:38 on 9 May 2013 during the parallel connection (indicated
by the vertical dashed line in Figures 1a–1j). We can see that the higher-energy part of the v||<0 electrons
are absorbed by the lunar surface (the solid line at v||<−5000 km/s is below the dashed line in Figure 1l)
and that the lower energy reflected electrons are energized (the solid line at v||>−5000 km/s is above the
dashed line). The incoming v||>0 electrons become nearly isotropic and no longer form a beam (Figure 1k).

In addition to the modification of solar wind electron velocity distributions, we observe enhanced elec-
trostatic and electromagnetic wave activity during the connected intervals. We see strong broadband
electrostatic waves extending up to the highest frequency at 23:54–23:57, 00:00–00:25, 00:29–00:44,
00:45–00:46, and 00:54–00:56 (Figure 1f ) and electromagnetic waves below half of the electron cyclotron
frequency reaching the lowest frequencies at 00:00–00:25, 00:29–00:44, 00:45–00:46, and 00:54–00:57
(Figures 1f and 1g). The electron cyclotron frequency fce is indicated by the red lines in Figures 1f and 1g,
and fce ∼ 100 Hz during this time interval. When the field line is temporarily detached from the Moon at
00:25–00:29 and 00:48–00:54, the wave activity ceases immediately, suggesting that these waves are gen-
erated under lunar influence. On the other hand, the weaker broadband electrostatic waves during the
unconnected interval at 23:30–23:47 may represent wave activity indigenous to the solar wind.

The broadband electrostatic modes observed here resemble those observed in the terrestrial magneto-
sphere [Halekas et al., 2012b]. The free energy source for the broadband electrostatic waves observed above
the dayside lunar surface in the terrestrial magnetosphere was attributed to upward electron beams accel-
erated through a nonmonotonic surface potential layer [Halekas et al., 2005, 2011; Poppe et al., 2011, 2012b].
As we have seen in Figures 1d and 1l, we have the upward electron beams reflected and accelerated by a
moving obstacle. Given the similarity of shapes of the electron distribution functions, instabilities driven by
accelerated outgoing beams are plausible mechanisms for the broadband electrostatic wave generation
on lunar dayside in the solar wind, though no positive slope is well resolved in Figure 1l. We also note that
streaming instabilities between the upward beam electrons and incoming strahl electrons may cause the
observed isotropization of strahl beams [Halekas et al., 2012c].

The 10–50 Hz electromagnetic waves were interpreted as whistler-mode waves generated through
cyclotron resonance between the upward reflected electrons and downward propagating waves [Halekas
et al., 2012b]. Here we conduct additional tests for this explanation using the linear theory [Kennel and
Petschek, 1966]. The whistler-mode growth rate 𝛾 as a function of resonant velocity v|| and frequency f is

𝛾(v||)
fce

= 𝜋

(
1 − f

fce

)2

𝜂(v||)
[

A(v||) − 1
fce∕f − 1

]
, (1)

where the fraction of resonant electrons 𝜂(v||) is

𝜂(v||) = v||F(v||)∕Ne, (2)

the anisotropy A(v||) is

A(v||) =
∫
(

v|| 𝜕f
𝜕v⊥

− v⊥
𝜕f
𝜕v||

)
v2
⊥

v|| dv⊥

2 ∫ fv⊥dv⊥
, (3)

(note that in equation (3) f stands for the electron distribution function f (v||, v⊥), not frequency) and the
resonant velocity v|| for frequency f is

v||
VAe

=
(1 − f∕fce)3∕2

(f∕fce)1∕2
, (4)

where VAe = B∕
√
𝜇0meNe is the electron Alfvén velocity.

Figures 1m and 1n show the anisotropy A(v||) and local growth rate 𝛾(v||)∕fce computed from the observed
electron distribution function, whereas Figure 1o shows the detected magnetic field wave intensity as
a function of resonant parallel velocity v|| for comparison (assuming that the v||<0 electrons generate
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Figure 2. Time series and snapshot data from ARTEMIS P2 in the magnetosheath on 15 October 2013 in the same format as Figure 1. The spacecraft potentials
during this time interval are below 10 V and not shown in Figure 2b.

waves). We see enhanced wave activity with the unstable v|| range from −3500 to −8000 km/s, sug-
gesting that these waves are generated by the anisotropy associated with the loss cone distribution of
reflected electrons. We note that the highest resonant velocity v|| = −9000 km/s shown in Figure 1o cor-
responds to the frequency of 8 Hz, and other free energy sources might contribute to the strong lower
frequency wave intensity. Another possibility is that the wave spectrum changed during propagation in an
inhomogeneous medium.

Time series of the maximum anisotropy and growth rate as a function of frequency are shown in Figures 1e
and 1h. We can see that the maximum anisotropy well represents loss cone distributions seen in the 288 eV
electron pitch angle distributions at 00:29–00:44, 00:45–00:48, and 00:54–00:58 (Figure 1c). The computed
growth rates are in good agreement with the spectral characteristics of the observed waves (Figures 1g
and 1h). The overall agreement between the wave spectra and growth rates derived from the electron dis-
tribution functions further confirms that the observed 10–50 Hz electromagnetic waves are driven by the
anisotropy of the loss cone distributions of upward electrons.

2.2. Narrowband Whistlers
The instability calculation can also explain the narrowband whistlers near half of the electron cyclotron fre-
quency [Halekas et al., 2012b]. Figure 2 shows a narrowband whistler event in the terrestrial magnetosheath
in the same format as Figure 1. The Moon was located at (−38, 44, 5) Earth radii in the GSE system. During
the intermittent connected intervals between 01:18 and 01:46, electron loss cones can be identified as flux
depletion near 180◦ in Figure 2c. We observe the distinct narrowband characteristic of ∼100 Hz electromag-
netic waves at 01:21–01:46 (Figures 2f and 2g). The growth rates computed from the measured electron
distributions exhibit consistent narrowband nature (Figure 2h).

The narrowband characteristic was explained by the combination of two effects: electrons with larger paral-
lel velocities have smaller fraction of resonant electrons at the lower frequency edge, while smaller parallel
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Figure 3. Time series data from ARTEMIS P2 in the solar wind on 6 May 2013 in the same format as Figures 1a–1j. The
spacecraft potentials during this time interval are below 10 V and not shown in Figure 3b.

velocity electrons have smaller anisotropy to drive wave growth at the higher-frequency edge [Halekas et al.,
2012b]. A snapshot of the electron and wave data illustrates that this explanation is plausible (Figures 2k–2o,
taken from the time indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figures 2a–2j). At smaller parallel velocities, the
anisotropy decreases because of the smaller loss cone population with only small perpendicular velocities
and also because of the presence of upward electron beams filling up the loss cone. The smaller anisotropy
results in a significant growth rate decrease. On the other hand, there are smaller fraction of resonant elec-
trons 𝜂(v||) at larger parallel velocities, leading to smaller growth rates in spite of the larger anisotropy.
The peaks and distributions of the computed growth rate and observed waves reasonably match within
the v|| resolution.

We also find >10 Hz whistler events which exhibit both narrowband nature and extension to lower frequen-
cies. Figure 3 shows one of these events observed when the Moon was in the solar wind at (49, −37, 4) Earth
radii in the GSE system. We observe energy-dependent loss cones in upward electrons (pitch angles < 90◦)
associated with the antiparallel connection at 18:31–18:42 and 18:44–18:47 (Figures 3c and 3d). Narrow-
band signatures can be identified at 18:41–18:42 in Figure 3g, while broader waves are seen at ∼10–80 Hz
at 18:32–18:36, 18:37–18:41, and 18:44–18:47 (Figures 3f and 3g). The computed growth rates show inter-
mittent bright spots near 50 Hz at 18:41–18:42 and broader characteristics at 18:32–18:36, 18:37–18:41, and
18:44–18:47 (Figures 3h), which are roughly consistent with the observed wave spectra. Figure 4 shows the
estimated foot point locations during this event in comparison with the surface magnetic field strengths. It
is seen that the field line foot points are located at weak or moderate crustal field regions and not particu-
larly related to strong magnetic anomalies. This is consistent with the observed large loss cones at higher
energies, e.g., those with cutoff pitch angles > 60◦ at 18:37–18:41 (Figure 3c). The strong whistler emissions
observed simultaneously with the large loss cones suggest that these higher-frequency (>10 Hz) whistlers
do not result from the solar wind interaction with large and strong magnetic anomalies.
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Figure 4. Selenographic locations of the estimated field line foot
point (blue pluses) during the time interval shown in Figure 3. Surface
strength of the crustal magnetic fields derived from Lunar Prospector
Magnetometer and Electron Reflectometer measurements is also
shown with lines for 10 nT, 20 nT, 50 nT, 100 nT, and 200 nT [Mitchell
et al., 2008].

2.3. Near-Lunar Electron Distributions
and Wave Activity in the Terrestrial
Plasma Sheet
Next we show a similar observation in
the terrestrial magnetosphere. Figure 5
shows magnetic connection events in
the terrestrial plasma sheet with the
average lunar GSE position of (−57, 4, 5)
Earth radii. During the connected inter-
vals at 19:25, 19:28–19:31, 19:32–19:39,
19:40–19:43, and 19:46–19:49, we observe
upward accelerated electron beams at
32 eV (Figure 5c), loss cones at 288 eV
(Figure 5d), broadband electrostatic waves
reaching up to the electron plasma fre-
quency (Figure 5f ), and electromagnetic
waves of narrowband nature as well
as those extending to lower frequen-
cies (Figure 5f and 5g). The growth rates
derived from the electron distributions are
in general agreement with the detected
wave spectra (Figure 5h).

Figure 5. Time series and snapshot data from ARTEMIS P2 in the terrestrial plasma sheet on 20 August 2013 in the same format as Figure 1 except that the
black line in Figure 5f indicates the electron plasma frequency. The maximum anisotropy, F(v||), A(v||), and 𝛾(v||) are now computed in the 2000 km/s < |v||| <
30,000 km/s range as shown by the vertical lines in Figure 5k, reflecting the higher-electron temperature in the plasma sheet. The spiky bursts of the maximum
anisotropy are mostly due to large uncertainty of higher-energy electron flux.
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Figure 6. Spatial variation of electron loss cones and whistlers along the field line above the Moon’s dayside in the solar
wind. Medians of (a) maximum anisotropy and (b) magnetic field wave power integrated over 10–200 Hz are shown as a
function of field line distance to the foot point. Error bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. The dashed and two
dotted lines denote the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles during the unconnected intervals for the same condition
other than the magnetic connection to the Moon.

A snapshot of the electron distribution function again explains the spectral characteristic of whistlers
(Figures 5k–5o at 19:38:17 indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figures 5a–5j). The large anisotropy at par-
allel velocities of 10,000–25,000 km/s (Figure 5m) and smaller fraction of resonant electrons at larger parallel
velocities result in the growth rate distribution that has a sharp peak near the smaller velocity edge with a
gradually decaying tail at larger velocities (Figure 5n). The observed wave spectrum has a very similar shape
(Figure 5o), validating the explanation of the whistler emission by the anisotropy of upward electrons.

3. Statistical Results

We now proceed to characterize statistically the spatial distributions of the electron-wave interactions that
we have discussed on a case-by-case basis. We use the maximum anisotropy and magnetic field wave inten-
sity integrated over 10–200 Hz to investigate the loss cone-driven whistlers in both the solar wind and
terrestrial plasma sheet. This frequency range corresponds to the whistler-mode band between the lower
hybrid frequency fLHR ∼5 Hz and the electron cyclotron frequency fce ∼200 Hz in a typical magnetic field
of ∼7 nT around the Moon. We also investigate the relation between the isotropization of solar wind strahl
electrons and electrostatic waves. Using 33 months of measurements from October 2011 to June 2014 by
ARTEMIS P1 and P2, the solar wind and plasma sheet intervals are selected as follows. We first divide the
data into two groups: the solar wind data (−135◦ < 𝜙MoonGSE < 135◦, where 𝜙MoonGSE is the azimuthal
angle of the lunar position in the GSE coordinates) and tail data (the other). To examine the lunar influence
on the upstream solar wind plasma, we restrict the spacecraft position to dayside for the solar wind data:
−45◦ < 𝜙scSSE < 45◦, where 𝜙scSSE is the azimuthal angle of the spacecraft position in the SSE coordi-
nates. We do not separate the solar wind and magnetosheath intervals since the sheath plasma has similar
characteristics with the solar wind plasma except that it is shocked. The magnetosheath plasma flow is
typically supersonic at lunar orbit, and Moon-plasma interactions similar to those in the solar wind are
observed [e.g., Poppe et al., 2014]. Since both the whistler growth rate (according to Figures 1 and 2) and
whistler group velocity do not differ much between the magnetosheath and solar wind, we expect that the
electron-whistler interaction has similar spatial scales in the two regions. From the tail data, we pick up the
usable plasma sheet data based on two conditions: (a) electron temperature > 100 eV to reject the mag-
netosheath intervals and (b) electron 𝛽 > 0.3 to eliminate the tail lobe data. Here we use the electron 𝛽 for
plasma sheet definition, instead of conventionally used ion 𝛽 [e.g., Miyashita et al., 2000], to select favorable
conditions for the electron-wave growth. We do not have to confine the spacecraft position to the dayside
for the plasma sheet data because there is plenty of incident plasma on the lunar nightside in the terrestrial
plasma sheet.

HARADA ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 8
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Figure 7. Medians of (a) maximum anisotropy and (b) integrated
magnetic field wave power for in the solar wind as a function of seleno-
graphic locations of the field line foot point, with field line distances
between 0.58 and 1.44RL.

3.1. Electron Anisotropy and Whistler
Waves in the Solar Wind
We first present the spatial variation of
the anisotropy of electrons and magnetic
field wave intensity along the connected
field lines to consider how they evolve
with altitude. Figure 6 shows the distri-
butions of the maximum anisotropy and
integrated electromagnetic wave inten-
sity as a function of the field line distance
to the foot point. We can see that both
quantities decay sharply at close dis-
tances below 1RL and then decrease
gradually as the field line distance
increases up to ∼6RL. The anisotropy
evolution indicates that the electron loss
cones are diffused relatively quickly at
low altitudes and gradually at higher alti-
tudes. Note that small but finite shifts
of the anisotropy distribution from the
unconnected distribution still remain
even at 6RL (∼10,000 km) or more above
the Moon. Meanwhile, moonward prop-
agating whistlers start to grow at quite
large distances > 6RL and get enhanced
rapidly as the anisotropy increases near
the Moon.

We can compare the expected character-
istic scale length of the whistler growth
with the observed wave intensity dis-
tribution. Using a typical growth rate

near the Moon 𝛾∼0.01 fce∼1 Hz (from Figures 1 and 2) and a typical whistler group velocity in the solar
wind Vg∼ a few 1000 km/s, we obtain the characteristic e-folding scale of the linear convective growth
L=Vg∕2𝜋 𝛾∼ 100s km. This length is several times shorter than, but roughly on the same order of, the char-
acteristic scale length of the sharp decay of the wave amplitude near the Moon ∼1500 km (according to the
e-folding scale length of the wave power ∼750 km taken from Figure 6).

We next examine the selenographic dependence of the electron anisotropy and whistler wave intensity
since the loss cone angle depends on the magnetic field strength ratio between the spacecraft and surface.
Figure 7 shows the electron anisotropy and integrated magnetic field power as a function of the seleno-
graphic location of the foot point derived from the data in a fixed field line distance range of 0.58–1.44RL.
Note that variations of the magnetic field direction, various spacecraft positions relative to the Moon
within −45◦<𝜙scSSE <45◦, and lunar rotation (−135◦<𝜙MoonGSE <135◦) result in complete coverage of
selenographic longitudes with 15◦ bins. We see that both the anisotropy and wave intensity are clearly anti-
correlated with the magnetic anomalies. This result indicates that loss cones on the field lines connected
to the strong crustal fields are partially filled up just above the surface, leading to smaller anisotropy and
weaker whistler generation at higher altitudes. The weaker wave intensity at stronger crustal fields also
suggests that the 10–200 Hz electromagnetic waves have distinctly different sources of free energy from
their lower frequency counterparts, because the lower frequency waves tend to be intensified above the
magnetic anomalies [Halekas et al., 2006; Tsugawa et al., 2011, 2012; Nakagawa et al., 2012].

3.2. Electron Anisotropy and Whistler Waves in the Terrestrial Plasma Sheet
We can pick out similar spatial distributions of the electron anisotropy and whistler wave intensity from the
plasma sheet data as well. Figure 8 shows variations of the anisotropy and wave intensity along the con-
nected field line in the terrestrial plasma sheet. The anisotropy distribution exhibits an overall decay with
increasing field line distances. The wave intensity is high at distances < 1.5RL and drops to lower values at
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Figure 8. Spatial variation of electron anisotropy and whistlers along the field line above the Moon’s dayside in the
terrestrial plasma sheet in the same format as Figure 6.

larger distances. Both the anisotropy and wave intensity are at higher levels compared to the unconnected
intervals even at large distances of ∼ 6RL. A typical near-lunar growth rate 𝛾 ∼ 0.01fce ∼1 Hz (from Figure 5)
and a typical whistler group velocity in the plasma sheet Vg ∼10,000 km/s give L ∼ 1000 km. This is roughly

Figure 9. Medians of (a) maximum anisotropy and (b) integrated mag-
netic field wave power in the terrestrial plasma sheet as a function
of selenographic locations of the field line foot point, with field line
distances between 1.15 and 2.30RL.

consistent with the sharp decay length of
the wave amplitude ∼2500 km (accord-
ing to Figure 8). We note that a small
bump is seen at 3–5RL both in Figures 8a
and 8b, but this may simply reflect the
data volume insufficient to smooth
out event-to-event variations in the
plasma sheet.

The selenographic dependence of the
anisotropy and wave intensity at a fixed
distance range of 1.15–2.30RL is shown in
Figure 9. The correlation with the crustal
field distribution is not as clear as in the
solar wind, but we can see a similar trend
that the anisotropy and wave intensity
decrease with increasing crustal field
strength. As we see in the solar wind, the
lunar magnetic anomalies tend to sup-
press higher-frequency whistler growth
in the plasma sheet.

3.3. Strahl Electron Isotropization
and Electrostatic Waves
Here we examine the spatial varia-
tions of the isotropization of incoming
solar wind electrons and electro-
static wave intensity along the con-
nected field line. Figure 10 shows the
ratio of parallel flux (pitch angles of
0◦–22.5◦/157.5◦–180◦) over perpen-
dicular flux (67.5◦–90◦/90◦–112.5◦) of
incoming ∼285 eV electrons and the
electric field wave intensity
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Figure 10. Spatial variation of isotropization of incoming strahl electrons and high-frequency electrostatic waves along
the field line above the Moon’s dayside in the solar wind. Medians of (a) downward parallel/perpendicular flux ratio and
(b) electric field wave power integrated over 300–8000 Hz are shown as a function of field line distance to the foot point.
Error bars represent the 25th and 75 percentiles. The dashed and two dotted lines in Figure 10a denote the median, 25th,
and 75th percentiles of the parallel/perpendicular flux ratio of antisunward electrons during the unconnected intervals.
The median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of the integrated electric field power during the unconnected intervals are all
below detection level.

Figure 11. Medians of (a) downward parallel/perpendicular flux ratio
and (b) integrated electric field wave power in the solar wind as a func-
tion of selenographic locations of the field line foot point, with field line
distances between 0.29 and 0.58RL.

integrated over 300–8000 Hz. This fre-
quency rage was chosen to eliminate
most of the electric field component
of whistlers (the electron cyclotron fre-
quency is typically lower than 300 Hz
in the solar wind). We have rejected the
electric field wave data if the 10–1000 Hz
integrated power exceeds 10−9 (V/m)2

to eliminate contamination from the
nongeophysical periodic low-frequency
bursts (as seen in Figure 1). The flux
ratio drops significantly from the uncon-
nected level at small distances <1RL,
approaching unity near the Moon
(Figure 10a). The significant isotropiza-
tion region coincides with the strong
electrostatic wave region (Figure 10b).
This correlation is consistent with the
streaming instability scenario that
incoming solar wind strahl electrons are
isotropized through a streaming insta-
bility with outgoing electron beams,
generating electrostatic waves. However,
the coincidence of electron isotropiza-
tion and electrostatic waves would not
rule out the possibility of pitch angle dif-
fusion by whistlers [Halekas et al., 2012c]
because strong whistler waves also
coincide with the isotropized electrons
(Figure 6b).

Figure 11 shows the selenographic
dependence of the strahl isotropization
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and electrostatic wave intensity. We see higher levels of electrostatic wave activity over the magnetic
anomalies (Figure 11b), suggesting that the broadband electrostatic waves observed in the solar wind are
related to magnetically reflected electrons. However, the strahl isotropization (colder colors in Figure 11a)
is not particularly associated with the strong crustal field regions. The isotropized flux is found in both
anomaly and nonanomaly regions. The apparent lack of selenographic correlations of the strahl isotropiza-
tion with both electromagnetic and electrostatic waves suggests that neither streaming instabilities nor
whistlers are the single cause for scattering the strahl electrons. Both of them and/or other mechanisms
might contribute to the isotropization of incoming electron beams.

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed electron velocity distributions and magnetic- and electric-field wave data obtained by
ARTEMIS to characterize the electron-wave interactions on the field lines connected to the Moon in the solar
wind and terrestrial plasma sheet. Based on the instability analysis, we have confirmed that the anisotropy
associated with loss cone distributions drives whistler wave activity including narrowband oscillations near
half of the electron cyclotron frequency and those reaching lower frequencies. We also observe broad-
band electrostatic waves associated with accelerated electron beams upcoming from the Moon in both the
solar wind and plasma sheet. In the solar wind, incoming beams of suprathermal electrons are occasionally
isotropized at low altitudes.

We have extended our investigation on a statistical basis and quantified the spatial variations of the elec-
tron anisotropy and wave activity, utilizing a huge amount of data from 33 month ARTEMIS observations,
which are equivalent to 66 month data obtained by two probes. As going upward from the Moon along
the connected field line, the electron anisotropy in the solar wind decays sharply at small distances < 1RL

followed by gradual decrease up to 6RL or more. The anisotropy in the terrestrial plasma sheet also decays
with increasing altitudes and remains higher than the ambient level at 6RL or more. The magnetic field
wave intensity between 10 and 200 Hz exhibits consistent tendencies with the electron anisotropy both in
the solar wind and plasma sheet, indicating close connection between the electron loss cone distributions
and whistler wave activity. The statistical results have confirmed that the presence of the Moon affects the
electrons out to 6RL or more.

We have also investigated selenographic dependence of the electron anisotropy and 10–200 Hz magnetic
field wave activity with data obtained in a certain range of field line distances. Both quantities show clear
anticorrelation with the crustal field strength, indicating that the stronger crustal magnetization at the foot
point reflects more electrons, leads to smaller initial anisotropy, and results in weaker whistler emissions
on that field line. The correlation of electron loss cones and foot point magnetic fields also suggests that
electron reflectometry is usable even at large distances over 0.5RL.

The significant isotropization of incoming solar wind electron beams is observed mainly at close distances
< 1RL from the Moon’s dayside. Its coincidence with strong electrostatic waves suggests streaming insta-
bilities between the inward beam electrons and outward reflected beam/conic electrons. Since the
isotropization also coincides with the strong whistler emissions, another possible scenario is that whistler
waves generated by the electron anisotropy cause the pitch angle diffusion of incoming beam electrons.
The apparent lack of selenographic correlations of the isotropization with electrostatic and electromagnetic
wave intensities as well as with magnetic anomalies suggests that both scenarios and/or other processes are
responsible for modifying the incoming electron distributions.

Our observations have shown that the lunar precursor region extends to great distances from the Moon.
The surface absorption and magnetic reflection of incident electrons give rise to highly anisotropic upward
electrons, which drive whistler-mode wave growth as far as ∼ 6RL above the Moon. The strong mag-
netic reflection suppresses the loss cone-driven whistlers unlike many other waves that are enhanced
above crustal magnetic anomalies. In addition, incoming electron beams are sometimes modified near
the Moon possibly as a result of streaming instabilities with outgoing accelerated electrons and/or
pitch angle scattering by pregenerated whistlers. The upstream Moon-electron interaction region stud-
ied in this paper is just one aspect of the whole Moon-plasma interaction region. Further studies will
be required to fully characterize the lunar plasma environment which hosts a variety of fascinating
plasma phenomena.
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